Discrete-time coupled algebraic Riccati equations that arise in quadratic optimal control and -control of Markovian jump linear systems are considered. First, the L _ equations that arise from the quadratic optimal control problem are studied. The matrix cost is only assumed to be hermitian. Conditions for existence of the maximal hermitian solution are derived in terms of the concept of mean square stabilizability and a convex set not being empty. A connection with convex optimization is established, leading to a numerical algorithm. A necessary and sufficient condition for existence of a stabilizing solution (in the mean square sense) is derived. Sufficient conditions in terms of the usual observability and detectability tests for linear systems are also obtained. Finally, the coupled algebraic Riccati equations that arise from the L _ -control of discrete-time Markovian jump linear systems are analyzed. An algorithm for deriving a stabilizing solution, if it exists, is obtained. These results generalize and unify several previous ones presented in the literature of discretetime coupled Riccati equations of Markovian jump linear systems.
Introduction
Algebraic Riccati equations arise in control theory as an important tool for solving many optimization control and filtering problems, in particular the linear-quadratic and -control L _ problems, and have been extensively studied in the current literature (see, for instance, [BLW] , [RV] , [RT] , [SSC] , [SW] , [W2] ). One of the most successful methods for analyzing the problem is via geometric methods, in which deflating subspaces (sometimes also called invariant subspaces) of the so-called extended sympletic matrix pencil are considered (see for instance [BLW] ). Usually one is interested in a stabilizing solution, that is, the solution that gives rise to a state feedback matrix which stabilizes the system in closed loop. In this context the maximal solution, which will coincide with the stabilizing solution whenever it exists, is also of interest. Some papers are devoted to characterize such solutions and we can mention, in particular, [OZ] and [RV] , where a sufficient condition, written in terms of a convex set not being empty and the concept of stabilizability, is derived for the existence of the maximal hermitian solution of a Riccati equation.
Discrete-time coupled algebraic Riccati equations (CARE) that arise in quadratic optimal control and -control of Markovian jump linear systems are considered in this paper. First, we consider L _ the quadratic optimal control problem. Such equations arise when one desires to minimize the following functional where BÐ5€"ÑoeEBÐ5Ñ€F?Ð5Ñ ) ) Ð5Ñ Ð5Ñ
(1) and denotes a Markov chain taking values in with transition probability matrix )Ð5ÑÖ"ßÞÞÞßR× . In most cases the matrices are positive semi-definite for , but "• the indefinite case is also of interest for quadratic control (see for instance, [D] , [FCS] for the deterministic quadratic discrete-time optimal control problem). Models as above are known in the current literature as discrete time Markovian jump linear systems, and have been extensively studied recently. This follows in part due to the fact that a great number of dynamic systems are vulnerable to abrupt changes in their structures caused by failures, sudden environmental changes, variation of the operating point of a nonlinear plant, etc. Several aspects related to applications, stability theory, optimal control theory and -control of these systems can be found nowadays L _ in the literature (see, for instance, [C] 
,[CF1],[CV1],[CF2],[CV2],[JFL],[M1],[M2],[M3],[RG]).
The linear quadratic optimal control problem of Markovian jump linear systems with Poe!ß 3 U !ßVž!
33
, and the associated CARE, have been studied in [C] , [CF2] , [JFL] , [M2] , [RG] . Conditions for existence of the maximal solution and stabilizing solution (in the mean square sense, as will be defined in Definition 1 below) were presented in [C] , [CF2] in terms of the concept of mean square stabilizability and mean square detectability. Mean square stability can be replaced by some conditions on the unobservable modes of the system (see [C] , [M2] ) or stochastic observability [JFL] . Characterization of the maximal solution in terms of a LMI optimization problem has been presented in [RG] . Continuous time results related to the problem posed here can be found in [FCS] and [W3] , where conditions for existence of maximal and stabilizing solution of a linearly perturbed Riccati equation are presented. In this paper we unify and generalize all previous results related to the quadratic CARE. The matrix cost is only assumed to be Hermitian. When restricted to the case in which , the conditions Poe!ßU !ßVž! 333 derived here generalize the previous ones. The CARE that arise in the -control of Markovian L _ jump linear systems (cf.
[CV1]) is also studied, and an algorithm for deriving a stabilizing solution, whenever it exists, is presented. This paper is organized in the following way. Section 2 presents some preliminary results and the notation that will be adopted throughout the paper. Section 3 presents sufficient conditions for the existence of the maximal solution for the CARE associated to the quadratic optimal control problem (Theorem 1), as well as a representation of this solution in terms of the solution of a convex optimization problem (Theorem 2). Section 4 deals with necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a stabilizing solution (Theorems 3 and 4). Section 5 presents a recursive procedure for obtaining a stabilizing solution of the CARE associated to the -control L _ problem, whenever it exits (Theorem 6). The paper is concluded in Section 6 with some final comments. The proofs of some auxiliary results are presented in the Appendix.
Notation and Preliminary Results
For and complex Banach spaces we set the Banach space of all bounded linear -˜•-ÐßÑ operators of into , with the uniform induced norm represented by .. For simplicity we shall -˜ll set ,. The spectral radius of an operator will be denoted by . If
is a Hilbert space then the inner product will be denoted by , and for , will ¡ ÞàÞ-ÐÑ ‡ denote the adjoint operator of . As usual, ( respectively) will denote that the ggg !ž! operator will be positive semi-definite (positive definite •‚‚ ‡ ‡ ZoeÐZßÞÞÞßZÑ-"R 8ß78ß7 ‡ ‡ , we consider the following norms in
It is easy to verify that equipped with any of the above norms is a Banach space and, in ‡ 8ß7 fact, ., is a Hilbert space, with the inner product givenfor and We make the following definition, similar to the detectability concept for deterministic systems. 
Maximal Solution
Consider , and PoeÐPßÞÞÞßPÑ-UoeÐUßÞÞÞßUÑ-VoeÐVßÞÞÞßVÑ-Þ "R"R"R 7ß88 ‡7 ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ Therefore, regarding and , we only assume that they are hermitian.We will study the UV following set of coupled algebraic Riccati equations (CARE):
and we shall say that will be a hermitian solution for the CARE if \oeÐ\ßÞÞÞß\Ñ-"R 8 ‡ ‡ FÐ\ÑF€V\ 3 ‡ 333 X is invertible and satisfies the equation above. Set ‹ ‡X ³Ö\oeÐ\ÞÞÞß\Ñ-àÐFÐ\ÑF€VÑ3oe"ßÞÞÞßR× "ßR333 8 ‡ ‡•" 3 exists for .
We define the following nonlinearoperator . eee‹ ‡ ÐÞÑoeÐÐÞÑßÞÞÞßÐÞÑÑÀÄ "R 
. Then it can be shown that the CARE has the ## following four solutions:
and it follows that for the second and forth solutions we have
Therefore even with we cannot say that if is a hermitian solution of
We make the following definitions:
Definition 5: We define , and in the f ‡ ‡W ‡ ‡Y‹ ‡ ÐÞÑÀÄÐÞÑÀÄÐÞÑÀÄ 7ß88878ß7 following way; for and in the appropriate 
(8.c)
We following theorem proves the existence of the maximal solution of (7) ÐÞÑoeEÐÞÑE3oe"ßáßR 
.
Stabilizing Solutions
In this section we shall be interested in finding conditions for the existence of mean square stabilizing solutions for the CARE (7), which will be defined below. Before we do so, we need the following definition:
Definition 6: We say that is a mean square stabilizing solution for the \oeÐ\ßáß\Ñ-"R 8 ‡ CARE (7) . We will replace in Theorem 3 the mean square detectability condition by conditions OE Ág based on the observable and non-observable modes of (,+. The results eY 3333 33 Ð\Ñ:ÐEFÐ\ÑÑÑ ½½ presented here parallel those in [C] . We shall assume from now on that all matrices involved in the CARE (7) are real. We make the following definition. 
The following result was proved in [C] . 
Set as in (13) above with . The proof of the steps below can TTTI ÐÞÑoeÐÐÞÑßáßÐÞÑÑoeE "R € be found in the Appendix (in Step 3 below, :
Step 1: ! 5oe! _ 5
T ÐLÑ•_Þ
Step 2: if then 3-Lž!Þ E Step 5: . \•\ž! € From Lemma 6 and Step 4, <ÐÑ•" 5 _ € .
Step 5 completes the proof of the Theorem.Ẅ e have the following Corollary, proved in the Appendix. 
The CARE Associated to the -Control L _
In this section we shall consider the coupled algebraic Riccati equations that arise in the -L _ control theory of Markovian jump linear systems (see [CV1] ). In this case we do not have that the convex set is not empty, so that the results of the previous section cannot be applied directly OE (see Remark 3 below). However a recursive algorithm for this case can be obtained. This algorithm can be seen as an adaptation of the algorithm presented in [SW] from the deterministic to the Markovian jump case.
Before we present the definition of the -control of Markovian jump linear systems, we need to L _ introduce the following definitions. For an increasing filtration , , defined on a Ö×5oe!ß"ßá ¹ 5 probability space , we set as the Hilbert space formed by the sequence of second ÐßßÑ6 H¹c In other words we seek for a feedback controller which stabilizes the system ?Ð5ÑoeJBÐ5Ñ )Ð5Ñ (15) in the mean square sense and ensures that the -induced norm from the additive input 6 # disturbance to the output is less than the attenuation value . For the case with no jumps 8 ÐRoe"Ñ this definition coincides with the standard L _ -control problem definition.
We have the following Theorem, proved in [CV1], regarding the -control of the discrete-time L _ Markovian jump system given by equation (15) 
Remark 4:
The condition that is mean square detectable (together with mean square ÐQßEÑ stabilizability of ) is only used to guarantee the existence of the mean square stabilizing ÐEßFÑ solution to the CARE (see Theorem 3)
In view of Theorem 4, mean square detectability could be replaced by ÐQßEÑ the following condition. For each , one of the following conditions below is satisfied: 3oe"ßáßR a)
has no unobservable modes in , or 
The next Theorem is the main result of this section. Proof: First of all notice that, from Lemma 9, as defined in equation (16.c) JoeÐJßáßJÑ "R stabilizes in the mean square sense and thus, is mean square stabilizable. From ÐEßFÑÐEßFÑ mean square detectability or condition (18) we get that there exists the mean square stabilizing solution to equation (17), which coincides with the maximal solution.Consider equation ( (and thus ).
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For it is clear from (21) and (22) that Suppose now that , so that
,, # X` and is well defined. Since it follows from (21) and (22) 
,,,
Equations (22), (23) and (24) which shows that converges to exponentially fast as goes to infinity. TT , ,Ï n summary, we have the following procedure for deriving a stabilizing solution satisfying T equations (16), whenever it exits: i) Solve the convex programming problem given by equations (10). Set the solution of this problem as .
T 
Conclusion
In this paper we have studied the discrete-time coupled algebraic Riccati equations (CARE) that arise in quadratic optimal control and -control of Markovian jump linear systems. For the L _ equations that arise in the quadratic optimal control problem, we considered the matrix cost to be only hermitian. Contrarily to the deterministic case, the hamiltonian approach, which leads to extended matrix pencils, fails to characterize the solutions of the CARE via the generalized eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the extended matrix pencils. In fact, as illustrated in Remark 2, some results that hold for the usual discrete-time algebraic Riccati equations cannot be extended to the CARE. In this paper we adopted the approach used in [RV] to derive our conditions for the existence of maximal and stabilizing solutions for the CARE. It was shown in Section 3 that under the assumption of a convex set not being empty and mean square stabilizability, there exists the maximal solution for the CARE. This solution can also be characterized as the solution of a convex optimization problem, a result that leads to numerical procedures. In Section 4 necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the stabilizing solution were derived, using the concept of mean square detectability. This condition can be replaced by the usual observability and detectability tests for linear systems, leading to sufficient conditions for the existence of the stabilizing solution of the CARE. Section 5 presented a recursive procedure for obtaining a stabilizing solution of the CARE associated to the -control problem, whenever it exits. These L _ results generalize and unify several previous ones presented in the literature of discrete-time coupled Riccati equations of Markovian jump linear systems. " where represents the identity operator. Therefore the unique solution of (6) (14) have that , which is a contradiction with a). ll -•"P roof of step 3 in Theorem 4: Suppose now that satisfies condition b). Set and 3XoeÐ3Ñ ' recall that represents the minimum time that the Markov chain takes to reach the set ')E Ð3ÑÐ5Ñ starting from the point . Therefore for some and we can find a sequence of 3-:ž!4-EE -X 34 distinct elements , and such that and Ö3ß3ßáß3ß3×3oe33oe4ß::á:ž! !"X•"X!X333334 ""#X•" each ,, satisfies condition b) (otherwise would not be minimum). Let us 35oe!ßáßX•" TT Then we must have that , and thus LBoe!ßáßÐLÑBoe! 3
